Pamela Council
RED DRINK: A BLAXIDERMY
JUNETEENTH OFFERING

Shana Hoehn
BOGGY CREEK
Hoehn’s video and sculpture installation, Boggy Creek, is

traditional celebratory beverage of Juneteenth. In soda
form, they are also a fantastic contributor to the diabetes
plague that impacts so many Americans. As an offering to

the ancestors and an attraction to the public, Council created
an architectural fountain filled with 400 gallons of Big Red
as part of her Idea Fund grant. On a hot, sticky summer

day, with temperatures at 93 degrees, Council delivered her
performance and fountain in the center of a large local arts

S TI MULUS GRANT

complex. Part catharsis, a true taste of freedom, and labor

interdisciplinary artist, is interested in conflating “the real”
as it is manifested in folklore, social constructions, and
digital manipulations within the
video’s images and props. As part
of her Idea Fund Hoehn created
an installation that traveled,
guerrilla-style, to different spaces

between Houston and Texarkana. Similar to how bigfoot
moves along creeks, the pop-up exhibition featured a boatsculpture strapped to the car’s roof, along with projected

AU R O R A P I C T U R E S H OW
Aurora Picture Show is a non-profit media arts center
that presents artist-made, non-commercial film and
video. Founded in 1998, Aurora has distinguished
itself as a home for vanguard work that falls outside
of conventional moviemaking and traditionally has fewer exhibition
outlets. We are dedicated to expanding the cinematic experience and
promoting the understanding and appreciation of moving image art
through our year round artistic and education programming.
D I V E R S E WO R K S
Known for its groundbreaking artistic and education programs,
DiverseWorks is one of the premiere contemporary arts
centers in the United States. For more
than 35 years, DiverseWorks has been a
hub for the presentation of daring and
innovative work, commissioning major
artistic projects in all disciplines, and an
advocate for artists worldwide. Founded
by artists for artists, DiverseWorks
continues its commitment to bold artistic exploration, creative
risk-taking, and building audiences for contemporary art.

T HE I D E A F U N D

images powered by Hoehn’s car.

Sebastian Gomez de la Torre
SAD GAY // GAY HELL
Sad Gay // Gay Hell is an exhibition of recent comics,
animation, sculpture, and paintings

SPARK G R A N T

by the Houston illustrator and graphic

designer, Sebastian Gomez de la
Torre. Employing dark humor and
the use of titular characters for his
Idea Fund, Sebastian chronicled
experiences of modern gay culture

and technology, asking how both can lead to a sense
of isolation, hopelessness, and a warped self-image.

P R OJ E C T R OW H O U S E S
Project Row Houses is a neighborhood-based art and cultural
organization located in Houston’s Third Ward. PRH was established
in 1993 on a site of 22 abandoned shotgun houses (circa 1930) to
connect the work of artists with the revitalization of our community.
It was inspired by the work of African-American artist Dr. John
Biggers who celebrated the social significance
of the shotgun house community in his
paintings. Our work is founded on the principle
that art and the community that creates it
can revitalize even the most depressed of
inner-city neighborhoods. Thus, the mission
of Project Row Houses is to transform community through the
celebration of art and African American history and culture.

The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts was established
in 1987. In accordance with Andy Warhol’s will, its mission is the
advancement of the visual arts. The Foundation’s objective is to
foster innovative artistic expression and the creative process by
encouraging and supporting cultural organizations that in turn,
directly or indirectly, support artists and their work.
The Foundation values the contribution these organizations make
to artists and audiences and to society as a whole by supporting,
exhibiting and interpreting a broad spectrum of contemporary
artistic practice.
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and creating unique offerings of celebratory freedom.

Previous

of love, Council basked in the red soda performing rituals,

CA TA L YS T GR A N T

sightings along the Texas-Arkansas border. Hoehn, an

Installation Image Sad Gay Hello
Sculpture, courtesy of the artists.

Kool-Aid, and Texas’ own Big Red Soda — and are a

based on popular culture and mythology surrounding bigfoot

Image courtesy of Shana Hoehn.
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in the form of sorel, Agua De Jamaica, Bissop, Cheerwine,

recipients

Red drinks are popular throughout the Black Atlantic —

partners

A RE-GRANTING
PROGRAM FOR
ARTISTS IN
THE GREATER
HOUSTON AREA

Funded by The Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual Arts

how to

PPLY

The Idea Fund is committed to new, risk-taking forms that
help to define new practices in contemporary art. A panel
of professionals selects projects submitted by individual

artists, curators, performers, collectives, or collaboratives
each year.

REVIEW PROCESS AND SELECTION CRITERIA

All proposals are evaluated based on the following criteria:

Grant recipients receive funding for
artist-generated or artist-centered
projects that exemplify unconventional,

•
•
•
•
•

interventionist, conceptual,
entrepreneurial, participatory, or
guerrilla artistic practices.

The Idea Fund supports individual artists,

WHAT KIND OF PROJECTS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR FUNDING?
•
•
•
•

curators, collectives, collaboratives or

•

partnerships in the Greater Houston Area.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THEIDEAFUND.ORG

The artistic and creative strength of the proposed project
The overall vision of the applicant(s)
The capacity of the applicant(s) to realize the project
The accessibility of the resulting project to the public
The project’s demonstration of community support and
commitment to serving a local constituency

The work of an individual artist, collective or temporary
association of artists
A project of a temporary or permanent artist-run space
Curatorial projects that focus on unconventional artistic practice
An exhibition that has a strong public component (i.e., projects
which involve the public via process, production, or presentation)
Publications of creative writing, including printed matter,
and online publications
A public event, performance, or intervention
A screening, lecture, or workshop series
A temporary public art project
Site-specific installations
Web-based projects
Audio, video, and photo projects
Interdisciplinary, emerging fields, and new media projects

WHAT KIND OF PROJECTS WILL NOT BE FUNDED?
•
•
•
•

•

Projects proposed by a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
Projects in which the lead artist lives outside of eligible counties
Projects in which all artists reside outside of the eligible counties
Projects that do not have a public component (i.e. projects
which do not involve the public via process, production, or
presentation)
Projects that do not exemplify innovative practices in
contemporary art

GR A NTS

The Idea Fund
supports 12–14

cash awards at three distinct levels: Spark
($1,000), Catalyst ($4,000) and Stimulus
($7,000). Every grant recipient will be required
to hold one public event or outreach activity in
the Greater Houston Area and to submit a final
report by the end of the year.

WHO CAN APPLY?
The Idea Fund supports individual artists, curators, collectives,
collaboratives or partnerships. If applying as a group, the artistic
group can be long-standing or created specifically for this project.
The lead member of the group must be living and working in
the Greater Houston Area. Eligible counties: Harris, Fort Bend,
Montgomery, Waller, Brazoria, Chambers, Liberty, Galveston.

HOW TO APPLY?
Applications must be completed online. For access to the online
application please visit theideafund.org. The online application
will prompt you to provide the following:
•
•
•
•

Project Summary & Description
Resume/CV
Budget & Budget Description
Five Work Samples

Work samples may be related to the proposed project or
representative of previous works. The Idea Fund accepts the
following work samples: jpegs, video links (via Vimeo), audio
files, and word documents (or PDFs). JPGs should be no larger
than 1 MB.

QUESTIONS?

PL E A S E C O M E
T O A N INFO SESSION
Our info sessions give artists a chance to hear from
The Idea Fund’s administrators about the application
process. This is a great opportunity for artists to ask
questions before they apply.
For more information, check out some of the previously
funded The Idea Fund projects on our website. If you
have questions about whether your proposal is eligible
for The Idea Fund, please email info@theideafund.org or
visit theideafund.org.

@theideafund | @diverseworks
@projectrowhouses | @aurorapictureshow

